Open To: Candidates on a current examination list.

Location: Wethersfield

Job Posting No: 8154

Hours: Monday – Friday, 35 Hours

Salary: $68,584 – $86,919

Closing Date: May 28, 2012

Eligibility Requirement:
Candidates must be employed with the State of Connecticut at the level of Information Technology Analyst 2, or be on a current Information Technology Analyst 2 exam list, or apply for and pass the IT Analyst 2 Continuous Recruitment Exam (See special instructions near the end of this announcement).

The Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles is currently seeking qualified applicants to fill full-time Information Technology Analyst 2 positions located in the Information Technology Division in Wethersfield. Candidates will be accountable for independently performing a full range of information technology tasks and project coordination work involving infrastructure systems support, security and application development in an IT environment. The work schedule will be Monday – Friday. As the DMV anticipates filling more than one position, we do not expect candidates to possess all of the below skills, though more is better. Candidates must clearly identify their areas of expertise on the Application for Employment, HR-12.

Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:

Application development using .NET:

- Participated in application development projects through the lifecycles of application development, testing and deployment. Hands on and in depth technical skills with the following languages and tools: C#, VB.NET, ADO, SQL languages accessing MS SQL Server, Visual Studio, XML, application/program testing.

Web application development using .NET:

- Participated in full lifecycle development projects that provide web-based applications using the .NET framework. Hands on and in depth technical skills with the following languages and tools: ASP.NET, HTML/CSS, Web Services/SOAP, IIS configuration/deployment, JavaScript, XML, SAML.

Smartphone development skills including (but not limited to):

- iPhone, Blackberry, Android, or Windows platforms
- Depending upon the candidate’s smartphone platform expertise, demonstrated skills will be required in various programming languages, including but not limited to JAVA, Objective-C, C#, and/or other applicable languages. For those candidates who identify themselves as having Smartphone development expertise, you must identify the areas of programming expertise
- Possess demonstrated skills in application development, spanning the full life cycle from idea creation to gathering and documenting user requirements, to prototype development, to full coding and testing, culminating in application system deployment.
- Knowledgeable about operating system licensing requirements and understand how to receive appropriate platform approvals (i.e. Apple Developer Program Licensing requirements, etc…).
- As this is new technology approach for the DMV, candidates must possess the skills to mentor others in smartphone development.
Mid-range development using C# and object-oriented programming experience working with following skills:

- Mid-range DB2 (Version 8 and 9) environments combined with extensive DB SQL experience.
- Actual work experience in Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) design, from an application point of view. Able to read both logical and physical RDBMS designs.
- Actual job experience with developing Crystal Reports (version 7), as well as experience calling CR7 from within C#.
- Proficient in the Windows XP operating system environment and moving around Windows networks.
- Possess the ability to work independently with little assistance, as well as communicating effectively with both business users and technical staff, verbally, and in writing.

Preferred Skills:
- Candidates ideally need to possess knowledge and use of applicable Human Interface Guidelines.
- Knowledge of how to integrate smartphone data with and from web based and client-server based environments is also sought.
- Experience with large scale enterprise applications deployed using .NET.
- Project management, leadership and problem solving skills.
- The ability to communicate effectively and collaborate with co-workers.
- Object oriented application design experience - including object modeling and design patterns.
- Working knowledge of ODBC connections.
- Experience with large scale enterprise applications deployed using .NET, as well as SQL Server 2008, SQL Reporting Services, Microsoft Visual Studio and Report Builder.

Application Instructions:

To apply for this position, send a cover letter, and completed job application form (CT-HR-12) indicating IT Analyst 2, in the examination Title Block to: The Department of Motor Vehicles, Human Resources Division, 60 State Street, Room 235, Wethersfield, CT 06161. In order to be considered for this position you must:

- Be employed by the State of Connecticut at the level of Information Technology Analyst 2,
- OR be on a current examination certification list with CT DAS Information Technology Analyst 2
- OR submit an application for the current examination by the May 28, 2012 deadline stated in the CT Department of Administrative EXAM, announcement which can be found at http://das.ct.gov/HRDocs/JobsExams/CR%20Information%20Technology%20 Analyst%202%202012.pdf
- AND send an HR-12 to the Department of Motor Vehicles address above.

It is important to remember that completion of the CT-HR-12 form is required to apply for the Information Technology Analyst 2 EXAM, and that form must be mailed to the Department of Administrative Services. To also apply for this specific employment announcement, another CT-HR-12 must be completed, and mailed to the Department of Motor Vehicles at the address noted above.

The CT-HR-12 application can be downloaded from the Internet at http://das.ct.gov/HR/Forms/CT-HR-12 Application.pdf

Please note: Due to the large number of expected applicants, we cannot confirm receipt of application materials. Incomplete or late application packages will not be considered.
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